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Abstract 
The goal of this research paper is to outline a general approach to tackling the problem of conveying a coherent system of 
thought displayed by Walt Whitman in his poem “Leaves of Grass” in translation. Firstly, this approach is based on the principles 
of Biblical parallelism, which help to explain means of correlating the text of “Leaves of Grass” with the reality. Secondly, it 
centers around the territory of translation solutions based on the author’s explanations and comments. The proposed study is 
aimed at assessing the efficiency of the above method when translating Whitman’s formal contradictions, to get a better insight 
into which one needs to recourse to a phenomenon crucial for Whitman’s works – a twofold nature of the Self (Soul and I). 
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1. Introduction 
The problem introduced in the title of this paper is polemical in nature. Citation from John Symonds, a famous 
English literary critic will help to see only one of the possible viewpoints: “...it is useless to extract a coherent 
system of thought from his (Whitman’s) voluminous writings… he is full of contradictions” (Symonds, 2002). A 
similar statement, though far more categorical, was made by Tatyana Venediktova, who denied the author of 
“Leaves of Grass” of any “competence” or “discipline of thought” (Venediktova, 1994). 
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What options does the translator have in the given context? He may either provide a literal translation of those 
text fragments the content of which he fails to understand or those that contradict the content of other fragments 
without trying to labour the subject (since it may seem “senseless”). In this case, the translator somehow rejects 
hermeneutic tradition which treats comprehension as a universal psychological ability of a man. Or he may get into 
Whitman’s strategy of generating poetic sense, because the key pressure point that the translator who is bearing a 
great degree of responsibility faces is the author himself (as the supreme text authority). Trying to understand the 
original text through an insight into the author’s perception is the way to create a communicative situation in the 
process of translation and therefore a way to create a high-quality product. 
2. Theoretical framework 
The translator willing to cope with the problem of understanding shall in line with the methods of the 
hermeneutic tradition set a working task of creating the so-called ‘territory of translation solutions’ based on the 
author’s explanations and comments taken both from the poem and the accompanying prose to comply with the 
author’s strategy of generating poetic sense. Any polemic strategy is out of question since Whitman’s concept is 
rather clear and is summarized below: 
 
x In one of his notebooks Whitman with his usual perspicacity writes that “a certain vagueness almost passing into 
chaos (it remains to be acknowledged) is in a few pieces and passages; but this is apparently by the deliberate 
intention of the author” (Rajasekharaiah, 1970). Similar confession finds endorsement in the poem:  
 
Do I contradict myself? 
Very well then I contradict myself, 
(I am large, I contain multitudes.) (Whitman, 1970) 
Scully Bradley and Harold Blodgett when commenting these lines from “Song of Myself” correlated them with 
the following words of R.W. Emerson: “A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds, adored by little 
statesmen and philosophers and divines” (Emerson). This reference to Emerson has no intention to accuse 
Whitman of epigonism, rather it is a good proof that in Emerson the author of “Leaves of Grass” found approval 
to his own view of the problem. 
x Whitman realized that he who chooses to become a great poet of America needs to revive the philosophy for the 
Americans. He deemed it his duty to “take each man and woman of you to the window <…> point you to the 
endless and beginningless road along whose sides are crowded the rich cities of all living philosophy…” (Allen, 
1970). This messianism did not rule out Whitman’s diving into personal philosophical reflection, but at the same 
time the poet was well aware of his humble role: “I will not be a great philosopher, and found any school, and 
build it with iron pillars…” (Allen, 1970). 
x Preface of 1872 runs: “…one deep purpose underlay the others, and has underlain it and its execution ever since 
– and that has been the Religious purpose” (Whitman, 1970). Time showed that “Leaves of Grass” were 
subjected to a severe test to check the solidity of the poem foundation – this is the direction (“But genius is 
religious” (Emerson)) in which one should extract Whitman’s coherent system of thought, which turns to be 
rather deep according to T.R. Rajasekharaiah (let us recall the polemical nature of the problem) (Rajasekharaiah, 
1970). Thomas B. Harned is found to side with T.R. Rajasekharaiah: “I want no other God than Walt Whitman; I 
want no other Bible than “Leaves of Grass” (Rajasekharaiah, 1970). 
x Uncertainty (as a “deliberate intention of the author”) was crucial for Whitman as it guaranteed that his poetry 
would be comprehensible only from a certain perspective: “It is addressed to the soul” (Metzger, 1961). Primarily 
Whitman acted not so much as a philosopher or artist but as a prophet whose goal is “to drop in the earth the 
germs of a greater religion” (Whitman, 1970). In this context the translator needs to make up his mind so as to 
guarantee his readers sufficient comprehensibility of Whitman’s poetry. 
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x Whitman’s statement that the principle of arranging words is the actual goal of the author (Metzger, 1961) will 
have the translator when working with a text, including its most challenging fragments, show particular accuracy 
in selecting words. Translation made in disregard for the author’s intentions and consequently the hermeneutic 
aspect is the source of odd words. 
x The next couple of lines from “Song of the Answerer” help to highlight the key points in Whitman’s strategy of 
sense generation: 
 
What can be answer’d he answers, and what cannot be answer’d he shows how it cannot be answer’d…  
 
One part does not counteract another part, he is the joiner, he sees how they join… (Whitman, 1970) 
 
The first line proves that Whitman recognizes some unclear fragments in his system of thought to be accepted as 
a given fact with an explanation underlying it. The second line apart from an apparent encounter of two “knowing 
consciousnesses” (term coined by Karl Mannheim) (the author and the translator) implies an unobvious aspect: 
formal contradictions which are not a rare phenomenon in “Leaves of Grass”: 
 
If they are not just as close as they are distant… 
 
No more modest that immodest… 
 
…far more than you estimated, and far less also…  
 
Not a mark, not a record remains – and yet remains… 
 
For living are the Dead… (Whitman, 1970) etc. 
3. Formal contradiction 
We shall now dwell in greater detail (involving broader context of all the essential information) on the issue of 
translating one line from “Eidolons”. This is the first line of the below fragment bearing a formal contradiction: 
 
Unfix’d yet fix’d, 
Ever shall be, ever have been and are, 
Sweeping the present to the indefinite future, 
Eidolons, eidolons, eidolons. (Whitman, 1970) 
 
Means of understanding this line shall be sought in Biblical parallelism (in hermeneutic tradition known as 
‘correlation technique’) which has actually become an “essential model” for Whitman (“Essential model… was the 
rhythmical pattern of the English Bible… (in which he) found the charter for the book he wished to write” (Perry, 
1906)). An analogy drawn with the prosody of the Old Testament affords principles that explain means of 
correlating the text of “Leaves of Grass” with the reality. (Biblical parallelism is more than a literary device or 
poetic feature, it is a means of perceiving the world.) Biblical parallelism “is a way of forming the view of the world 
with absolute landmarks. To bring a new element into this view you only need to find the right positive or negative 
parallel <…> if there is A, it must be followed by B” (Desnitsky, 2004): 
 
Do not answer a fool according to his folly, 
     or you yourself will be just like him. 
Answer a fool according to his folly, 
     or he will be wise in his own eyes. (Book of Proverbs, Chapter 26, Verse 4–5) 
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The above lines come into formal contradiction with each other that can be settled through the following 
interpretation: do not play fool talking to a fool, but at the same time do not pretend to be talking to a sage. Thus, a 
combination of two statements formed a new idea irreducible to their arithmetic sum – this is the essence of 
parallelism. In other words, parallelism “is primarily an internal connection between the two phenomena, or two 
sides of a single phenomenon” (Desnitsky, 2004). This covert connection had to be found to prove that there is no 
contradiction in the given parable. 
Now we shall come back to Whitman’s line “Unfix’d yet fix’d”. Finding some internal link between the elements 
(parallel elements are within one line, which brings about a conclusion that we deal with internal parallelism, in 
contrast to the parable with line-to-line parallelism) constituting a formal contradiction is challenging. Addressing 
this challenge brings us to a highly problematic phenomenon in Whitman’s works – twofold nature of the Self (Soul 
and I). Whitman never managed to disclose the only exact meaning of the most important concept for him. In one of 
his notebooks he confesses: “My life is a miracle and my body which lives is a miracle; but of what I can nibble at 
the edges of the limitless and delicious wonder I know that I cannot separate them, and call one superior and the 
other inferior, any more than I can say my sight is greater than my eyes” (Whitman, 1970). To understand how 
Whitman tried to get closer to solving that problem in the context of “Leaves of Grass”, we need to consider those 
poems in which this problem is well-defined. This requirement is met in the poems “To Think of Time” (1855) and 
“Crossing the Brooklyn Ferry” (1856). Although those texts were written about the same time, they demonstrate 
completely different concepts of the Self; other poems related to this topic are grouped around these two foci. The 
poem under consideration (“Eidolons”) adjoins a smaller group the core of which is “To Think of Time” based on a 
traditional transcendent idea. When considering the twofold nature of the Self in terms of temporal organization  of 
“To Think of Time”, the Self concept shall be shaped by deciding on correlation between transient time and abstract 
immortality (historical I contributes to formation and development of a tangible transient world, while the Soul 
gaining identity through the body integrates the Self with eternity). (This is more than justified, as the image of a 
man in literature is largely determined through chronotope, where Time is the fundamental principle (Bakhtin, 
1975). The Soul and I are merged by the same reasoning as are the transient and eternal: the finite acquires some 
value only in the infinite: 
 
I swear I think there is nothing but immortality! <…> 
 …and identity is for it – and life and materials are altogether for it! (Whitman, 1970) 
 
By adopting the principle of “nonradical development” (Hirsch, 1960), Whitman resolves the paradox of 
coexistence of change and constancy. Progress and development occur within the cycle which is repeated an infinite 
number of times, such as birth, growth, death, and rebirth (revival). The cycle is finite since it never goes beyond 
certain limits, but infinite at the same time as it keeps coming back and then starts all over. Inside this structure 
(Whitman’s “exquisite scheme”) things are really changing but at the same time stay unchanged as they are filled 
with the eternal spirit. In other words, any development strives for ultimate embodiment in the Absolute, however 
every moment and every thing already form an integral part of the Absolute. The Eternal concentrated in a particular 
moment of the transient time gives infinite duration to the moment. Whitman-transcendentalist perceives and feels 
every moment and his entire live in the Absolute: moment in the Absolute. 
The poem “Eidolons” also shall be considered through the prism of transcendental metaphysics. Whitman uses 
the word ‘eidolon’ as a refrain to express a transcendental idea: “…behind all appearance is soul, the ultimate 
reality, eternal and changeless” (Whitman, 1970). According to W.S. Kennedy, this concept was formed under the 
influence of P.G. Tate’s “The Unseen Universe”, or to be more precise, its main proposition: “…each organic or 
inorganic object on the earth makes, in the process of its growth, a delicate facsimile register of itself on the living 
sensitive ether that lies immediately around it and bathes and interpenetrates its every atom” (cit. ex Whitman, 
1970). 
Thuswise created territory of translation solutions where the Soul is placed as a safeguard aids in explaining a 
formal contradiction in Whitman’s line “Unfix’d yet fix’d”. A new idea formed as a result of an obtained internal 
link amounts to recognition of simultaneous existence of a changing image created in the process of growth of 
“every organic and nonorganic object” and an unchanging object backed by the Soul: 
 
And thee my soul <…> 
Thy mates, eidolons. (Whitman, 1970) 
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This coexistence paradox is resolved in Whitman’s “exquisite scheme” in line with the transcendent concept of 
unity of the transient and eternal. When merging these two tenses retain their distinctions, and total merger turns out 
to be impossible since a transcendentalist tends to see his metaphysics as an abstract arche rather than existence 
moment by moment. 
Translation actually comes down to correct and accurate selection of Russian equivalents to English words 
‘unfix’d’ and ‘fix’d’. As we have discovered, they are as follows: «неизменные» and «меняющиеся» 
(неизменные, все же меняющиеся). In the first full Russian edition of 1982 this line is presented in translation of 
V. Lunin: «непознанные, хотя и познанные». In this case, the original formal contradiction in translation can be 
viewed as uncertainty unforeseen by the author. Consequently, even if desired, it cannot be explained to the 
recipient of the translated version. 
The translator aware of Whitman’s intentions in such complicated cases shall probably share the results of his 
considerations with the reader and provide most challenging lines with a footnote like the following (for the line 
“Unfix’d yet fix’d”): “This formal contradiction is to be resolved in line with the transcendental concept of the 
transient and eternal” . (For American readers better prepared to perceive transcendental ideas, quite a general note 
premising the poem apparently was enough (judging by edition “Leaves of Grass and Other Writings:. Authoritative 
Texts, Prefaces, Whitman on his Art, Criticism”. New York: A Norton Critical Edition, 2002). In the first place, it 
will give a reader the feeling that the translator “did not give up on him”. Secondly, for an inquisitive reader it will 
serve as a starting point for his own “inquiry”. 
4. Conclusion 
All the above infers a conclusion that would contain basic requirements the translator needs to conform to if he is 
determined to extract a coherent system of thought from Whitman’s “Leaves of Grass”: a) the translator shall 
understand Biblical parallelism as a poetic method in all its forms and manifestations, and be able to see covert links 
and draw parallels even in cases where they are far from obvious; b) the translator shall in every particular case 
create a territory of translation solutions using the author’s interpretations and comments, as well as to bear in mind 
that for the translator, the author is the supreme text authority. 
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